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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[From Intro of Manual:] “A responsibility of the Department of General Services (DGS) is to prescribe [determine and maintain] standards for controlling inventories of materials, supplies and fixed assets and to establish the means for the State to determine the total values of these inventories.”[Themes of Consistence, Continuity, Cooperation and Coordination]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[HANDOUT includes contact info]Inventory Standards Division can assist Maryland State Agencies with:Inventory Questions (Fixed Assets, Materials & Supplies, Missing or Stolen Items, etc.)Excess Property through processing Excess Property Disposals (EPDs) including Vehicle Disposals.(Re-)purpose Surplus Property through the Excess Property Bulletin.GovDeals questions (Account setup, payments, buyer issues, etc.) are handled by the Surplus Property Division atdgs.maryland.gov/Pages/SurplusProperty/index.aspx



dgs.maryland.gov/Pages/ISSSD/index.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGS website @ dgs.Maryland.govInventory Forms in left hand column

https://dgs.maryland.gov/Pages/ISSSD/index.aspx


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right Hand Column includesNote: The EPD files and 3 Signature Authorization forms have been updated recentlyStatewide Inventory Control Manual Forms for Excess Property Disposal and Missing or Stolen itemsForms for Annual Reports (which get updated yearly)Signature Authorization forms



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Signature Authorization Forms for Property Officer and Alternate Property Officer.DGS requests State Agencies update these as personnel changes frequently.This is a primary source of contact information for DGS.The top half of these forms are for the Agency Head / Designee to completeAgency NameSub-Unit special cases = DPSCS & subsidiaries, MDOT & Transportation Business Unit (TBUs)The bottom half is for the Property Officer to completeSub-Units can sometimes be IT or non-IT



Duties of the Property Officer
• Inventory Control Procedures

• Maintain Inventory Records

• Excess Property Disposals (EPD’s)

• Report Missing or Stolen Items

• Physical Inventory

• Test Counts

• Certify Complete Inventory

• Reconciliation of Records

• Annual Reports

• Attend Property Officer Training

Summary of 
Section III 01 A
Duties of 
Property Officers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a bullet point summary of the 11 parts of the Property Officer section of Section III. 01 Delegation of Property Management Responsibilities in the DGS Inventory Control ManualMore details on many of these items with the exception of Procedures and Inventory Records.



Duties of Accountable Officers

• Tag property

• Collect, maintain and forward documentation

• Working knowledge of inventory item locations

• Conduct physical inventory + certify results

• Excess Property Disposal process

• Report Missing or Stolen

Summary of 
Section III 01 B
Duties of 
Accountable 
Officers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a bullet point summary of the 11 parts of the Alternate Property Officer section of Section III. 01 Delegation of Property Management Responsibilities in the DGS Inventory Control ManualCooperation of Accountable Officers is a recurring issue at many agencies. Property Officers need strong Accountable Officers to help them manage Agency inventory. Accountable Officer Training – Conduct periodically for changes in personnel and to reinforce policies and procedures. This should not only be for new Accountable Officers as veteran Accountable Officers sometimes need a refresher.As is the case with most of us, inventory is not our only job. So reminders and reinforcement are helpful and useful.  



“The duties of inventory record 
keeping, inventory custody and 
physical inventory taking shall be 
segregated whenever practical or 
economically feasible.”  

Separation of Duties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As per the Inventory Control manual, the duties of inventory recordkeeping, inventory custody and physical inventory taking shall be segregated whenever practical or economically feasible.”Sometimes segregation of duties can be difficult. For instance, if you are a small agency, or have vacant positions, we can figure out some ways to put some controls in place and make it work within your Agency.If you are unsure whether or not your inventory duties are properly segregated, contact DGS.



Standard
Hierarchy for
Inventory 
Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the typical Org Chart for most State Agencies (according to the DGS Manual).The Agency Head / Designee’s role varies by agency but often oversees inventory matters, signs EPD’s, etc.The Property Officer is the primary individual responsible for Inventory Management.An Alternate Property Officer is designated for continuity and/or assistance purposes.The Accountable Officers are the eyes and ears for the Property Officer in the field / sub-units who interact directly with Agency personnel.



Additional 
Communication, 
Cooperation and 
Coordination 
Required in 
Inventory 
Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional communication and coordination with additional personnel may be required:Fiscal / Accounting reviews purchases and often handles the Inventory Control Account (which will be discussed later).Fleet Manager purchases and disposes of vehicles and heavy equipment which should be included in inventory.IT conducts installations, servicing and removal of equipment. Their priority is fixing the problem, not inventory.Items may be added, replaced, etc. without notification of Accountable and/or Property Officers. Communicate.In some Agencies, an Internal Auditor also plays a role in oversight and compliance.



Questions?

Comments

Discussion

Agency Personnel



Physical Inventories

Frequency of Physical Inventories:

Sensitive Items = Yearly
Non-Sensitive Items = Every 3 Years

Sensitive vs Non-Sensitive?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a Property Officer, you are responsible for initiating and coordinating physical inventories.  While the manual dictates different frequencies for the physical inventory of sensitive vs. non-sensitive items, some agencies find it easier and less confusing to inventory all items annually. This is your call, and you can certainly do whatever works best for you and your agency, as long as you meet the minimum frequency required by the Inventory Control Manual.Quick discussion on Sensitive vs Non-Sensitive.



Physical Inventory Steps
■ Initiate the Physical Inventory

■ Locate Items and Record Findings

■ Research Missing Items

■ Test Sampling

■ Reconciliation to Detail Inventory Records

■ Complete DGS-950-8 for ALL Missing Items

■ Compile and Retain Documentation

■ Certify Completion of the Physical Inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the steps involved in the physical inventory process. Not necessarily in this order, and may vary slightly depending on each Agencies needs.However, these are the basics that will help you to properly complete the physical inventory.  Once you determine your particular procedures, document it, and put in your written Internal Inventory Procedures Manual.Many times, inventories are initiated and most of the work is done, but the process is not fully completed.  Unless ALL the steps are done, it is not recognized by DGS or OLA as a valid Physical Inventory.



Initiate the Physical Inventory

■ Email Notification

■ Printed Copy of Inventoried Items

(Count sheets or checklists)

■ Distribute Scanners

■ Establish Expectations

(Time Frames and Milestones)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your procedure to initiate the inventory will vary depending on how you perform your inventory.  Some agencies do a manual inventory (with count sheets, pen and paper) and others use hand scanners. We have some agencies who have selected RFID [DJS, MDH, WCC, PSC, SDAT].For manual inventory, print a count sheet or checklist for each Accountable Officers. I’d attach to an email telling them the time frame, expectations, and maybe reference the procedures in our Internal Inventory Control Procedures.If your agency uses scanners, distribute to Accountable Officers to start their area. Again, I would attach an email or memo with guidance.If I have a small agency, I might take the hand scanner and start scanning myself.Notes: Blind inventory may lead to unnecessary, duplicate effort.Accountable Officers should maintain an inventory list throughout the year



Locate Items and Record Findings
■ Physically Locate Items

■ Count Sheets or Check Lists / Scan Items

■ Add New Items

■ Make Notes of Any Changes in Location/Assignment

■ Include items in the field (laptops, vehicles, etc.):

Request pictures of item AND barcode or serial number

■ Note: Any Excess Items? Do Items Need Labels / Tags?

■ Update and Ensure Accuracy of Detail Inventory Records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now you are going to start the fun part. If your agency relies on hard copy count sheets or checklists, AO’s should mark items as they are found.Update any changes (Location, Accountable Officer, etc.) Add found items that are not on the list (Note model # and serial # if applicable).If you are using a scanner, you would start scanning.If you have items that are assigned (vehicles, laptops, phones, etc.), and out in the field, you could do several things: You could ask the person to bring the item in to be verified, you could go to them to verify, OR you can request they send you a picture of item AND the Barcode Tag or Serial Number.As stated earlier when I talked about Separation of Duties, an inventory should not be taken by the person who is ultimately responsible for the equipment. It helps to have a plan of attack.  Start with the perimeter of the room, go all the way around then do the middle.  Do the entire left side of a hall of offices, then move to the right. Start high in the room, then move low… You get the point!  Having a system and staying consistent makes the job easier.Another thing I would suggest is the first time an item is inventoried, verify that the information on the Inventory Records is correct.  Takes a minute, but will save you time in the long run.  Physical inventory is a great time to check the accuracy of the information in your Detail Inventory Record and make any corrections.  Another task you can accomplish during physical inventory is determining excess equipment.  If you have a room where there are four chairs piled in the corner, or you see a table with the fourth leg being held on by zip ties, an EPD should be done.Finally, label items that are not labeled.  Maybe something that was purchased and slipped through without being inventoried, or non-capital items, which should have a PROPERTY OF THE STATE OF MARYLAND tag.A lot can be accomplished with a thorough physical inventory.



■ Items may be found in another location

■ Ask Accountable Officers and Agency Personnel 
Questions and Follow-up. Don’t Delay

■ Establish, educate and enforce policies and 
procedures on receiving new items, moving items and 
disposing of excess items.

■ Complete a Report of Missing or Stolen for items not 
found during inventory.

Research Missing Items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normally, many items that cannot be found during the first round of inventory turn up in other locations. Items often get moved without notification to Accountable Officers and/or Property Officers.Once discovered, promptly ask the Accountable Officer and/or Agency Personnel of the last known details.Preventative measures will help you and save you time in the long run.Make sure your Agency’s Policy and Procedures are clear, and distributed to everyone. Keep reminding them!!Once all reasonable efforts have been made, file a Report of Missing or Stolen for items not found during inventory.



Reconciliation to Detail Inventory Records

■ As results from the Physical Inventories come in, 
update the Detail Inventory Records

■ Update and correct as necessary

■ Don’t forget to update the “Last Inventoried Date” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now it’s time to start making your changes in the Detail Inventory Records.  Adjust locations, assignment, Accountable Officer fields, correct any typos you find. If serial numbers and model info is missing, add it, etc.And update the last inventoried field. OLA will look for that, as will DGS Auditors.An inventory is not considered complete until records reflect the last inventoried date.



■ A frequent Audit Finding

■ Determine Items to Test Sample

■ Maintain and Retain Documents

Test Sampling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of test sampling is to ensure that you are getting accurate information from Accountable Officers, or others taking the physical inventory.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated in the manual, “a reasonable number of items” should be sampled. The number you choose is up to you. It may depend on your overall agency, specific units, etc.As you can see, the items sampled are varied. Don’t sample 5 CPUs, or 5 stacking chairs. Pick different types of items in various locations, etc. Retain this test sampling as part of your physical inventory documentation.



Certify Completion of the Physical 
Inventory

■ Completion Certification by the Property Officer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the Property Officer’s duties is to certify, in writing, the completeness and accuracy of the agency’s physical inventories.  This can be done however you would like. Some agencies have each Accountable Officer certify completion for their areas, then once all those are compiled, complete a final certification, some smaller agencies use the printed working copies of the Inventory Records, showing the check marks and changes, and write a certification statement and sign right on there.The most important part of the certification is that the inventory is completed in its entirety. That means that if any item in your inventory (and I don’t care if you have 250,000+ items) should have a last inventoried date which falls in the range of your physical inventory period OR a related Missing or Stolen form.A complete physical inventory is one of the necessary steps in order to request an increase to your threshold, which will ultimately, make your job easier.



Track Progress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A helpful tool during the inventory process would be a spreadsheet / Google Sheet which tracks inventory progress.Here is an example of a spreadsheet you could create to track the progress of your inventory.  This is very helpful and can give an up-to-date status on your inventory for those who may ask.  Also note that, with the inclusion of a signature line, this document can serve as a Certification of Completion.



Compile and Retain Documentation

■ Manual Worksheets
■ Scan Reports
■ Documentation Supporting Investigation of Missing Items (emails, 

memos, etc.)
■ Documentation of Test Sampling
■ Copies of Missing or Stolen forms.
■ Certification of Inventory Completion
. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s very important to retain your physical inventory documentation. If you are doing a manual inventory, keep all of the lists with notes on what was found, and what was not.If you are using a scanner, reports are often generated after upload (Items not found, change in location, etc.). Keep any info showing that you investigated missing items.Keep the documentation of your test sampling.Keep applicable Missing or Stolen forms.Keep your certification that the inventory was completed.These should be retained according to retention schedules / between audits (3-4 years)



Physical Inventory

Questions?

Comments

Discussion



Excess Property Declarations (EPDs)

According to the DGS Inventory Control Manual:
When items are no longer needed, they are to be 
declared to ISSSD as excess property. They should 
not be placed in storage, cannibalized, scrapped, 
junked, sold, transferred outside the agency or 
donated without ISSSD approval.



This includes usable and unusable items 
that have been replaced or that have 
become obsolete. It also includes property 
that is in excess of current requirements of 
the custodial agency, or is damaged, 
inoperable or not economical for the 
custodial agency to repair and maintain.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excess PropertyRead it



Properly Completing an EPD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure you are using the latest Excess Property Declaration (EPD) form which is available on our website.Old versions you may have saved awhile back don’t include revisions such as a line for City-State-Zip, Auto-calculation of Quantity and Acquisition Cost and Comments.It is in Excel spreadsheet format, so it can be completed and submitted electronically.DGS also suggests putting like items on the same EPD2 broken chairs. 10 chairs getting replaced. 3 laptops. 3 old CRT monitors hiding in the corner.That one EPD would likely have 4 disposal methods (Junk / Transfer / GovDeals / Securis) and closing out could get complicated.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The upper left-hand corner of the form should typically be completed by the Accountable Officer.Make sure to put your sub-unit code. This is the six digit RSTARS code which is available on the Comptroller’s website.Include the complete address, including city, state and zip. Contact person is typically the Accountable Officer. However, it could also be someone else with custody of the Property. In a very small agency, it might be the Property Officer.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the left side doesn’t require signatures, the upper right-hand part requires 2.  “Forwarded by” could be the Accountable Officer or the Property Officer.The Property Officer and Agency Head / Designee should match the names on the Signature Authorization Form.Of course, remember the signatures and dates before submitting to DGS.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the body of the form.“Certified to be in excess of agency Needs” = Internal Wish List within your Agency.Make sure to fill this form completely:Item #, Quantity, Tag No, Description, Acquisition Cost and Date, Condition.The final column should be utilized to provide further details and/or comments. If you are directed to post item(s) to a GovDeals auction, ideally, ALL the information for that listing should be available on this EPD form.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a handout for instructions for completing an EPD. These are also available on the DGS website for you to read.Item Number in case of a split EPDO / EPDO that has multiple disposal methodsDescription should include Make, Model and Serial Number as this can determine GovDeals vs Securis and impact bids on GovDeals.Condition – be as descriptive as possible. “Broken” is not particularly helpful. Yet again, these details can determine the disposition and GovDeals bids.Not included, but we suggest pictures - and not bad pictures - to help in disposition method and GovDeals listings.



The DGS Statewide Property Disposal mailbox:
dgs.statewidepropertydisposals@maryland.gov

Send all EPD paperwork 
electronically to:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of you use our EPD mailbox, but for those of you who don’t, here is the email address.  Please send all EPDs and documentation to close EPDs to this e-mail address.  This allows other ISSSD personnel to access the documents in the event that Jim Bertocchio is out.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once your EPD is processed, Jim Bertocchio issues an Excess Property Disposal Order (EPDO), designating items for the various dispositions:Place on auction through GovDealsRecycle with our current electronics recycler SecurisJunk / ScrapTransfer to another State agency.  Each disposal method on the EPDO provides instructions, including the documentation required.Once you get your EPDO, act on it. The sooner you take care of disposing of the items the better.That pile of stuff that supposed to list on GovDeals or picked-up by Securis for recycling can get thrown away by mistake. Then, that would require a Report of Missing or Stolen.Once you have completed the disposition action, sign the EPDO and submit back to the EPD mailbox with the required documentation. Jim will review and reconcile the documentation, and sign off so you can officially remove those items from your inventory. If you have any problems disposing of items in accordance with the instructions provided by Inventory Standards, please reach out to us and we can assist.



Excess Property Bulletin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DGS has helped place nearly 1200 items valued at over $400,000 which were considered excess by one State Agency with another State Agency through inter-agency transfer.That’s significant cost avoidance / savings for the State of Maryland. While there have been some specialty listings for electric carts (DJS) and Smart Boards, the most common items are furniture since these take up quite a bit of space, tend to be difficult to sell on GovDeals and there is often a need at other State Agencies.120+ chairs from DORS DDS / Over 100+ chairs from QACHD / 80 chairs + 20 tables from Carroll County HD / 25 Conference Room Tables + Chairs from MCCR / 750 chairs from Ravens Stadium by MDSTAD.A surprising number of file cabinets too.



Vehicle
Disposals
Jimmie “J.B.” Brown

410-767-1039

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicle Disposals (and Heavy Equipment) require DBM approval before being forwarded to DGS.  Any questions regarding vehicle disposals can be referred to Jimmie J.B. Brown @ 410-767-1039If applicable, your Agency should complete / update the Fleet Manager Signature Authorization Form which is available on the DGS website.



Excess Property 
Disposal

Questions?

Comments

Discussion



Missing or Stolen 
State Property

Stolen property, regardless of value, shall 
be reported immediately upon discovery 
to the local police department or to an 

agency’s internal security force.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Missing or Stolen State Property. No one likes this subject….But, it’s necessary in order to keep physical inventories accurate and manageable



To whom was 
the item 

assigned?

Who used it 
last?

Who else had 
access to it?

Was the item 
locked up?

Where was it 
used last?

Where was it 
kept when 
not in use?

How do you 
know it 
wasn’t 
stolen?

Did you 
report it to 
the police?  

When?

What steps 
have been 
taken to 

find/recover 
the 

property?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When an item goes missing, or is stolen, the individual who was in possession of the item should provide a written statement.The sooner the better, while the details are fresh in their minds!At DGS, we have a list of questions to help with the written statement.A complete and detailed written statement makes completing the Missing or Stolen form much easier.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This form is available on the Inventory Forms page of the DGS website.It’s supposed to be used in the event of stolen item(s).In addition it is used to report items not found during the physical inventory process.Measures being taken to prevent future occurrences are subject to audit and shall be explained in detail. If newly written procedures are being implemented, a copy of those procedures shall be submitted with the form.  All sections of the form will need to be completed, or it will be sent back.



Missing and Stolen forms shall be 
forwarded to DGS within 10 working 

days of discovery of loss.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All Missing or Stolen forms are to be submitted with original signatures, and signed by the Agency Head or Department Secretary. Include all pertinent backup documentation, including any statements from those involved or responsible, and a police report, if applicable.Common Issues: Reasons for delay = Missing / incomplete info. Incorrect signature - The Agency Secretary / Agency Head / Designee’s signature is requiredMust be an original copy mailed to DGS - not a photocopy or scanned copy.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
After submitted a Missing or Stolen Form, you will receive a Missing and Stolen State Property Write-Off Authorization from Jim Bertocchio with a DGS Control No assigned.At this time, you can remove the item from your Inventory Records.  Please be sure to sign Section A and return to the Statewide Disposal mailbox so that we can finalize the document on our end.Note: If items are found afterwards, bring them back into live inventory and notify DGS.



Missing or 
Stolen Items

Questions?

Comments

Discussion



Inventory Control Account
A summarized history of acquisitions and disposals 
maintained for each category of capitalized 
equipment in either an automated or manual system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Checkbook Register analogyA log of transactions (payments, deposits, withdrawals, etc.) to keep track of your balance.In this analogy, deposits are like additions to inventory while withdrawals are like disposals.



Inventory Control Account should be 
independent of Detail Inventory Records

The duty of maintaining the Detail Inventory Records 
and the Inventory Control Account should not be 
shared by the same person.

Different source data should be used to update both 
the Detail Inventory Records and the Inventory 
Control Account.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Control Account should be maintained independently of the Detail Inventory Records.This means two things:1. Must be separation of duties between the Detail Inventory Records and the Inventory Control Account. One person should not have access to both. Maintenance of a Control Account is more of a financial duty, and in many agencies, is handled by Fiscal Personnel.2. The source data used for updating both the Detail Inventory Records and Inventory Control Accounts should be separate and distinct. The information should not be coming from the same documents and/or reports (eg. DAFRT100s)



Reconciliation of Records

Frequency: Inventory records for capital 
equipment shall be reconciled with the inventory 
control account at least quarterly for 
computerized systems and at least twice annually
for manual systems.
Adjustments: If there is a difference, the 
transactions recorded during the reconciliation 
period shall be analyzed and the necessary 
adjustments made to the inventory records or to 
the control account as appropriate.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Inventory Control Account should be regularly reconciled to the Detail Inventory Records.For larger / more active agencies, DGS recommends monthly reconciliation.As noted, Additions can be purchase, transfers, donations, etc.Disposals are typically EPDs.2 common Adjustments are data entry errors or timing of billing / entry to inventory.



Completion of Reconciliation

• Approval of Adjustments

• Certification of Reconciliation

• Records Retention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final steps for Reconciliation“Adjustments to a control account balance or to the inventory records shall be approved by someone in authority not below the level of Chief Administrative Officer (or designee) of an institution or major unit within a department or independent agency.”“The final control account reconciliation shall be certified in writing by someone in authority not below the level of Chief Administrative Officer (or designee) of an institution or major unit within a department or independent agency.”The person approving adjustments, and certifying completion of the reconciliation varies amongst agencies. [It may be the person who signs the top of the Signature Authorization Form as the Agency Head / Designee.]In any case, the position designated to certify reconciliation should be noted in your Internal Inventory Policies and Procedures.Finally, “[r]econciliation data and the certification shall be kept on file in the organization for reference and audit purposes and as prescribed by the agency’s record retention schedule.”[These are frequent Audit Findings.]



Sample ICA to DIR Reconciliation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where reconciliation between the ICA and DIR comes into play…The July DAFRT100 indicates 2 chairs were purchased for $200 each while a cross-check with the DIR reveals a typo which overstated the DIR by $100. That can and should be corrected in the DIR.Similarly, a late September purchase of a tractor did not hit the September DAFRT100 and would be expected in the October DAFRT100 report.This is a simple example for illustration purposes. Many agencies may have more reconciling adjustments than pictured here. 



Inventory 
Control Account

Questions?

Comments

Discussion



Annual
Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 3 Annual Reports which must be submitted by State Agencies to DGS every year.Make sure to use the most current forms from the website as changes may be made.The forms available on the website are fillable PDFs.Sometimes in haste, the fillable form is submitted directly without the signature. Make sure to include the signature.



Annual Report of Missing or Stolen 
Personal State Property

■ Due August 15th.
■ Include any Missing or Stolen forms assigned 

a DGS Control # within the Fiscal Year.
■ If any DGS Control #’s are missing, or show 

incorrect information, the form will be returned 
for revision.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Annual Report of Missing or Stolen Personal State Property is due by August 15th.Only include forms which have been assigned a DGS Control # within the reportable Fiscal Year.So for FY20, that would be any DGS Control #’s starting with “20”If you have submitted a Missing or Stolen and have NOT received a DGS Control Number back from DGS, it should not be included.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure to have the most recent form from the DGS Inventory Forms website: FY19 form added a Title field.Frequent errors: The timing of your submission and issuance of DGS Control Number can be an issue.Include values from the submitted and approved Report of Missing or Stolen forms.Any mismatches (DGS Control #, # of Items, Total $) could prompt a revision request.If you find items later, those items can be brought back into live inventory and you can notify DGS.



Annual Report of Materials and 
Supplies
■ Due September 15th

■ Materials and Supplies inventory should 
be taken within 90 days of the Fiscal 
Year end.

■ Does my Agency have to complete this 
form even if we don’t have a central 
storeroom? YES!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annual Report of State Property, Materials and Supplies is due September 15th.The physical inventory that you use to compile this report should be completed within 90 days of the Fiscal Year’s end.The question: “Does my agency have to fill out this report if we don’t have a central storeroom?”Even if you are a small office that orders supplies as needed and they are immediately issued to staff, you should still complete the report and report $0. This is very rare.Do you have supplies on hand that have not been issued to staff? Items like routine office supplies, printer ink or copy paper, pre-printed materials, promotional supplies, cleaning supplies, maintenance supplies, repair parts, etc.So to answer the question, “Do I have to complete this report.”Yes!Some agencies have automated inventory tracking systems for their materials and supplies. Other agencies don’t have that type of volume, and their materials and supplies are tracked manually.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes from review of FY19: Make sure to include itemized listings for each line item. Make sure the #s matchItemized listings should include quantity on hand and dollar amounts (Converting this listing to a spreadsheet could serve as a count sheet)If your agency has readily available reports (ADPICS, Maximo, etc.), no need to re-categorize / re-calculate.Indicate whether these figures and listings are from physical inventory or inventory records.Often overlooked items: pre-printed forms from MCE, promotional items, etc.In health locations, Narcan is an expensive item in large quantities



Annual Report of Fixed Assets

■ Due September 15th.
■ Verify that your beginning balances match your ending 

balances from the previous year.
– If they do not match, the discrepancy must be explained and 

documented. 

■ Use negative numbers when subtracting.
■ Transfers to and from other State agencies should be itemized 

on an attachment.
■ Complete the entire form.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Annual Report of Fixed Assets is due by September 15th.Verify that your beginning balances match your ending balances from the previous year.If they do not match, the discrepancy must be explained and documented. If it is not, expect a follow-up from us.This form is also a fillable PDF, and the totals are calculated automatically.However, as stated on the form, when subtracting, you should enter negative numbers.Those field are Transfers TO other State agencies, and Disposals.Transfers to and from other State agencies should be itemized.Complete the entire form. Indicate whether or not the equipment was inventoried, and give the date of your last physical inventory for both sensitive and non-sensitive items.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like the Report of Materials and Supplies, the required documentation for the Annual Report of Fixed Assets is “an itemized inventory listing with dollar amount.”That means, itemized listing documentation for the figures in each of the columns… Land & Improvements, Buildings & Improvements, Equipment, Construction in Progress, Art & Historical Treasurers and Infrastructures.Don’t just send a list of your additions and your disposals. The number that you need to support is the Balance at the bottom of each column.Reports for Itemized Listings: DAFR8220 (Fixed Assets by Class and Location) for LBI, Equipment, etc.DAFR8191 (Detailed Schedule of Changes…) for LBI & CIP DAFR8360 (Fixed Assets by Location)DAFQA010 (Statewide T-Code Listing by G/L Account)



Questions?
Comments
Discussion

Department of General Services 
Annual Property Officer Training

2019
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